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Abstract: Compliance with highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) arrests HIV induced
immune collapse and reduces the prevalence of severe central nervous system (CNS) complications,
including HIV associated dementia and encephalitis. However minor cognitive disorders remain
common and recent autopsy studies have demonstrated the presence of subtle neuropathological
abnormalities in HAART treated individuals, including persistent neuroinflammation and enhanced
deposition in the brain of proteins associated with neurodegeneration. The closest comparison group
from the pre-HAART era is that comprising presymptomatic HIV infected individuals dying from non
HIV related causes. HIV is believed to enter the CNS at or soon after the time of initial infection.
Whether this occurs in all HIV infected individuals is unknown. The virus is probably restrained from
progressing to a productive CNS infection by systemic and innate immune controls which include
surveillance of brain tissue by patrolling CD8 lymphocytes. However HIV is not eliminated from the
CNS compartment and is present at low level in the brains of some HAART treated just as in preHAART subjects. Brain viral isolates appear to be neuroadapted and clearly persist long term in the
sanctuary of the CNS. This review compares and contrasts data derived from studies of the brain in pre
and post HAART cohorts. The implications of increasing longevity in treated individuals who may
have low level HIV infection of brain tissue, associated with lymphocytic infiltration and
microglial/macrophage activation, are discussed. The exact roles of these cellular reactions in relation
to viral suppression are unclear at present. The complexity of this scenario is further heightened when
other factors such as illicit drug intake and hepatitis-induced encephalopathy contribute to the clinical
outcome. These added insults lead to damaging effects in the brain which may augment those induced
by HIV/AIDS. Taken together, these factors suggest that the incidence of HIV-related CNS disorders
will rise again in the future.
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INTRODUCTION
1996 was a watershed year in the history of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic, with the introduction of highly
effective antiretroviral therapy (HAART). The
simultaneous use of two or more antiviral agents, which
disable viral replication in different ways, showed for
the first time that treatment could truly arrest the
progression of the disease[1,2]. Before this date, the
terminal phase of immune collapse in infected
individuals (AIDS) was frequently complicated by the
onset of dementia, associated with underlying brain
disease[3]. In untreated AIDS the brain was found to be
vulnerable not only to opportunistic infections, which
might or might not affect other organs, but also to a
novel form of encephalitis induced by HIV itself[4-7].
Since the introduction of HAART, the incidence of
HIV encephalitis (HIVE) and of most central nervous
system (CNS) opportunistic conditions, has declined

markedly. Not surprisingly, severe cognitive
impairment and dementia are also less frequent in
HAART treated subjects. However, despite initial
optimism,
HIV
associated
neuropsychological
abnormalities have not completely disappeared. More
subtle derangements of CNS function are not
uncommon in HAART treated subjects and contribute
significantly to overall morbidity in this group[8]
When AIDS first emerged as a novel disease, the
dynamics of HIV infection of the brain were studied in
the context of the inexorable decline and eventual fatal
collapse of the systemic immune system. HIV is
capable of attacking both systemic and innate CNS
immune systems, through infection respectively of T
helper lymphocytes and of microglia[9,10]. In this respect
HIV is unique among human viral CNS infections.
Experience from the pre HAART era has provided
useful data regarding the spectrum of HIV-associated
brain disorders at different stages of immune
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dysfunction[11-13]. Compliance with HAART leads to
the preservation of partially effective systemic immune
mechanisms which appear capable of limiting viral
replication in brain tissue[14,15]. The resulting precarious
equilibrium is reflected in a chronic form of HIV brain
disease, which may be clinically occult, or
characterised
by
neuropsychological
and
neuropathological disorders different from those seen in
pre HAART times[8,16]. The challenge posed to the
neuroAIDS community is to determine how this
delicate balance is maintained since any upsets carry
the risk of emerging brain disorders in treated
individuals. HIVE represents the final breakdown when
viral replication outstrips immune control. Current
knowledge provides some understanding of these
processes but is far from complete.

they are highly macrophage tropic and able to infect
cells expressing low levels of CD4 and CCR5[21,22].
Occult and restricted infection of other brain cells,
notably astrocytes, is also believed to occur[23,24]. The
mode of viral entry to these cells is unknown since they
do not possess CD4 receptors. However, chemokine
receptors are widespread in the CNS and HIV DNA has
been identified in other cell types, including neurons[2527]
. Infection may therefore occur through a CD4independent route in these cell types, as documented in
vitro[28-30]. Whether DNA is integrated in these cells in
vivo is not known.
Productive HIV infection in the brain induces an
inflammatory reaction characterised by activated
microglia, both HIV infected and uninfected, together
with macrophages and lymphocytes, which are
predominately of CD8 phenotype. HIV associated
inflammatory cells and giant cells are often
concentrated in the perivascular spaces around small
blood vessels, particularly in the deep white matter and
in the basal ganglia. The cerebral cortical grey matter,
the brain stem and the cerebellum may all display
evidence of HIVE and productive HIV infection of the
spinal cord (HIV myelitis) is also well described[31,32].
Neuronal loss has been reported in AIDS and this,
together with synaptic and dendritic loss, likely
contributes to the cognitive dysfunction of late stage
disease although there is no exact correlation between
the degree of dementia and the total amount of neuronal
loss[33,34].
Examination of any series of HIVE cases shows
that the severity of the disorder varies considerably, a
phenomenon which has been rather neglected[10,12]. The
degree of inflammatory response in HIVE is not
uniform and cases may be found in which characteristic
giant cells are present in otherwise apparently normal
brain tissue. In other cases the inflammation is
widespread, conspicuous and accompanied by
considerable tissue damage, particularly in white matter
which may be extensively demyelinated, with
accompanying axonal damage, yet with only a few
HIV-immunopositive
microglia
in
occasional
microglial nodules. Although the early literature
distinguished more inflammatory encephalitic cases
(HIV encephalitis) from those with less inflammation
and more in the way of white matter pallor and damage
(HIV leucoencephalopathy)[35], this distinction has not
persisted and no universal consensus emerged for
separating cases of florid HIVE from those with early
or very localised evidence of productive infection. This
variability, together with a tendency by researchers to
assess the effects of the disorder in subjects in whom
HIVE and opportunistic infections coexisted as well as
in those with pure HIVE, may explain in part the
incomplete concordance between dementia and HIVE.
The term HIV encephalopathy has sometimes been

The stages of NeuroAIDS pathology prior to 1996:
Indications that the nervous system is targeted by HIV
and vulnerable to opportunistic infections first emerged
in the early and mid 1980s, in the novel setting of
AIDS[17]. Clinical suspicions of brain involvement were
confirmed by neuroimaging and increasingly by
autopsy practice, which for obvious reasons generated
considerable knowledge about the terminal stages of
neuroAIDS pathology[10,12]. Although there was
considerable overlap in the clinical presentation,
neuropathological studies had by 1985 clearly defined
HIV infection of the CNS as an entity separate from the
various CNS opportunistic conditions[12,18]. This latter
group included toxoplasmosis, cytomegalovirus (CMV)
infection, progressive multifocal leucoencephalopathy
(PML) and Epstein Barr virus (EBV) positive CNS
lymphomas. HIV was identified in brain tissue by a
variety of methods, including immunohistochemistry,
in situ hybridisation, electron microscopy and
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)[10]. A pathognomonic
histological feature of productive HIV infection of the
CNS is the presence of giant cells[18] and these, with or
without immunopositivity for HIV antigens, are the
defining features of HIVE[12].
HIV targets CD4 receptor-positive cells. HIV
attaches to host cells by means of an interaction
between viral envelope gp120 and a CD4 receptor[19]
which leads to unfolding of gp120, allowing penetration
of the cell through a chemokine receptor, usually CCR5
or CXCR4[19]. Microglia are the only intrinsic brain
cells to possess CD4 receptors, albeit in small numbers.
These brain macrophages also bear chemokine
receptors, principally CCR5 and are therefore
potentially vulnerable to HIV infection once the virus
has entered the brain compartment by crossing the
blood brain barrier (BBB). Microglia are capable of
supporting productive HIV infection and give rise by
fusion to the giant cells of HIVE[20]. Brain HIV isolates
frequently show evidence of neuroadaptation in that
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presymptomatic HIV infected individuals[42]. These
studies confirm the presence of low level brain viral
infection in some but not all cases. As observed in
AIDS cases, brain variants are frequently genetically
distinct from those found in lymphoid tissue in the
same individual, providing further evidence that brain
infection is distinct and separate from the parallel
process in the systemic compartment even in the earlier
stages of infection. These studies also revealed a direct
relationship between the brain viral burden and the
degree of CD8 infiltration in the CNS, suggesting that
the latter may be significant in responding to HIV and
in limiting its replication in this site.
It remains unclear whether HIV neuroinvasion
occurs only in some individuals or whether it occurs in
all and is subsequently eradicated or effectively
controlled in a proportion, who are then protected from
the later onset of HIVE. It seems plausible that other
factors may play a part in determining events, including
the level of CNS immune surveillance and CD8
trafficking as well as the presence of other brain insults
affecting the integrity of the BBB. It is also likely that
HIV penetration of the BBB occurs repeatedly through
the course of the illness and that the emergence of
neurovirulent species in the brain results from
interaction and mosaicism between early and late
entrants[50]. Although aspects of HIV infection of the
brain are not well understood to this day, it seems that
HAART induced suppression of HIV replication within
the systemic compartment has been most effective in
reducing the CNS complications. This breakthrough
followed on early treatment with the reverse
transcriptase inhibitor, Zidovudine, which was
somewhat effective in treating HAD in the short term
but ultimately unsuccessful because of failure to arrest
the progress of immune collapse[51]. The emergence by
mutation of drug resistant HIV variants has always
posed problems for systemic therapy but the extent to
which this happens in the CNS is poorly understood,
not least because the penetration of therapeutic drugs
through the BBB is variable[52-54].

used synonymously with HIVE but may be more useful
in a clinical setting rather than as a neuropathological
diagnosis. The pathogenesis of HIV associated
dementia (HAD) is usually linked to neuronal loss and
damage induced most probably by neurotoxic
molecules released from activated and/or infected
microglia and macrophages[36,37]. Other possible
pathogenetic factors include free radicals, excitotoxic
neurotransmitters, nitric oxide and chemokines, as well
as viral proteins themselves, notably Tat.
HIV enters the brain compartment across the BBB,
probably within infected cells of the macrophage
lineage[37]. Blood derived monocytes migrate into the
brain compartment under normal conditions, thereby
contributing to the population of perivascular microglia
which occupy the specialised microenvironment
surrounding small blood vessels in the brain
parenchyma[38]. Activation of CD14+ and CD16+
monocytes outside the CNS promotes their penetration
of the BBB[39]. If these cells are also HIV infected, this
transmigration into the CNS may constitute the earliest
step in HIV neuroinvasion, thereby inducing the
lymphocytic reaction observed in the brains of many
presymptomatic HIV infected individuals[13,40]. Since
these individuals have died of causes unrelated to HIV
and apparently before the onset of AIDS, it is unlikely
that AIDS related HIV encephalitis or CNS
opportunistic conditions are present. Other subtle
cellular reactions occur in the brain in pre-AIDS
including microglial activation and astrocytosis[13,41].
HIV can be detected by PCR at low level within brain
tissue in pre-AIDS[40,42]. Examination of the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) also suggests that infection of
the CNS compartment occurs in presymptomatic
individuals since both virus and antibody can be
detected in CSF before the onset of AIDS[43-45]. Caution
has been expressed about assuming that the CSF always
reflects concurrent events in the brain compartment[46].
Examination of one recently infected individual, in
whom the amount of virus detected within brain tissue
exceeded that found in plasma, provided powerful
evidence to support direct infection of the CNS at an
early stage[47]. Occasional subjects develop clinical
symptoms relating to the CNS immediately after
becoming infected. The onset of meningitis and/or
encephalitis at the time of seroconversion does suggest
that early neuroinvasion occurs. Very similar findings
in simian and feline immunodeficiency virus (SIV and
FIV) infection also provide support for the concept of
early CNS HIV infection[48,49].
Brain HIV isolates nearly always retain a
macrophage-tropic phenotype even in advanced
AIDS[21]. The viral characteristics of untreated early
brain infection have been explored recently by limiting
dilution PCR quantitation and V3 genotyping in
matched brain and lymphoid tissues from

The HAART treated brain: Treatment with HAART
has had a dramatic impact on the mortality of HIV
infected individuals who are now surviving long term.
The reduction of plasma viral load and the partial
reversal of immune decline allows the prolongation of
the presymptomatic phase of the infection[14,15].
However the early hopes for achieving viral eradication
proved false and the CNS is known to be one of a
number of organs in which persistent virus can be
sheltered long term[55]. The inhibitors of protease and of
reverse transcriptase which make up the HAART
cocktail are not particularly effective in penetrating the
BBB (apart from Zidovudine) and achieve their impact
on the prevalence of CNS infection mainly as a result of
41
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an improvement in systemic immune function[56,57].
Despite beneficial effects overall, it has become clear
that many HAART treated individuals do suffer minor
cognitive impairment[8,14]. Depression and other mood
disorders are also more common than in uninfected
individuals. Some patients who have already developed
HAD do improve following the commencement of
HAART but others do not and it may be that in these
cases neural damage is already too far advanced to be
effectively reversed [6]. Some recent studies have
suggested a shift towards a neocortical form of
cognitive impairment rather than the subcortical
dementia which was characteristic of the preHAART
era[58].
Although the previous pattern of AIDS related
illnesses has been considerably modified by HAART,
the overall prevalence of HIV associated morbidity is
rising because of the increasing numbers of treated
individuals[59]. HAART treated individuals may die of
other, comorbid conditions such as hepatitis and drug
related conditions. Fewer autopsies are now undertaken
and knowledge of the neuropathology in these subjects
is far from complete[5,7,60,61]. Despite the apparent
reduction of HAD, HIVE remains surprisingly common
and has been described in up to 25% of autopsy cases in
the post HAART era[7]. It is of course possible that such
cases may not have been optimally HAART compliant
and are not representative of surviving subjects. PML,
resulting from uncontrolled replication of JC virus and
Epstein Barr virus related primary CNS lymphoma are
also reported in HAART treated individuals. However
overall the incidence of opportunistic conditions has
been reduced. Burnt out forms of HIVE and other CNS
infections have been described[6,60] although these
conditions were also recognised in pre HAART
individuals. Quite often the brain appears unremarkable
on routine examination in well treated subjects[62].
However more detailed investigation confirms an
upregulation in CD8 lymphocytes, both in the
perivascular space and in the meninges. Occasional
dramatic cases have been described in which the brain
displays a very severe, acute demyelinating condition
associated with massive, non neoplastic lymphoid
infiltrate and linked with immune reconstitution in the
context of HAART[6,63]. Mild astrocytosis is also seen
in the brain of HAART treated individuals to a level
comparable with presymptomatic and non HIVE AIDS
cases. The most unexpected finding in HAART treated
cases is the presence of a high level of microglial
activation, as measured by CD68 (Fig 1) and MHCII
positivity which is comparable with the levels seen in
HIVE. The brain proviral load appears to be low in
HAART compliant cases, in keeping with the reduction
in HIV encephalitis.
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Fig. 1: Bar chart showing CD68 positive microglial
quantitation in various groups of HIV infected
individuals. Results for the hippocampus and
basal ganglia are shown. With this marker
protein of activation, changes in the HAART
treated group are similar to those seen in HIVE
Studies from several different centres have
suggested that the brains of HAART treated individuals
display the premature appearance of insoluble proteins
associated with neurodegeneration. These proteins
include hyperphosphorylated Tau[64], ubiquitin[65] and
amyloid[66]. A rise in hyperphosphorylated Tau in the
CSF of HAART treated subjects has also been reported
[67]
. HAART itself is known to be toxic for
mitochondria and the effect of this may be amplified by
other agents such as illicit drug intake[68,69]. Concern
has been expressed about the effects of low level viral
burden and of chronic inflammation on the long term
outlook for individuals who are surviving with
treated HIV infection. In the presence of
changes such as these in brains of HAART treated
individuals it may not be surprising that dementia is
now reported to be more prevalent in older HIV
positive individuals, compared with age matched
controls[70].
The role of drugs of abuse: Drugs of abuse penetrate
the CNS with ease where they exert their desired mood
changing effects. Because these drugs can cause
damage to the BBB and to neuronal systems, as well as
having a general immunosuppressive effect, it has long
been postulated that the combined effects of drug abuse
and HIV/AIDS may be particularly damaging for
the CNS.
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common in HIV infected drug abusers than in other risk
groups[87]. Increased dopamine levels have been
postulated as a mediator of HIV associated neurological
and cognitive deficits[88]. Advancing HIV/AIDS may
also expose underlying premorbid personality disorders
in drug users.
We and others have reported that, prior to the
advent of HAART, HIVE occurred more frequently in
drug users with AIDS than in other risk groups[89,90] but
this has not been universal experience[35,91,92]. For drug
users enrolled in HAART regimes, the major cause of
death is now hepatitis, which may be difficult to treat in
the context of HIV co-infection. The prevalence of
HIVE has also declined, at least in part because most
deaths of HIV infected drug abusers now occur before
the onset of symptomatic AIDS and are usually not
related to their HIV infection. Despite the absence of
productive HIV infection, examination of their brains
reveals microglial activation to a high degree,
comparable with the levels present in AIDS and HIVE
(pre HAART). Hyperphosphorylated Tau is also
present in excess in the brains of HAART-treated drug
users, suggesting ongoing neuronal damage particularly
in the medial temporal lobe. Both Tau positive
neurofibrillary tangles and neuritic threads are
observed. These neuropathological abnormalities are
currently below the clinical threshold in that no
cognitive deficit had been observed in life but do not
augur well for the longer term in chronic HIV infection.
Emerging evidence suggests that increased βamyloid
deposition occurs in the brains of HIV infected
individuals, compared with age matched controls and it
is postulated that this may be the consequence of HIV
Tat induced suppression of neprilysin, an enzyme
which promotes the degradation of βamyloid[93]. The
observation of increased prevalence of neurocognitive
decline in older treated individuals is in keeping with
these predictions.

The groups of drugs which are open to abuse
include stimulants (including cocaine, amphetamines,
cannabis), analgesics and narcotics (heroin, methadone
and other opiates), hypnotics (barbiturates and
diazepines) and antidepressants. Most drug users have a
favoured drug of choice but mixed drug intake is
common and usually compounded by alcohol intake
and addiction to nicotine. This complicates the study of
the effects of human drug abuse and the most that can
be said is that particular illicit drugs tend to
predominate in different communities and countries and
at different times depending on availability. Heroin and
other opiate misuse has been common in UK and
mainland Europe and cocaine use is gaining in
popularity.
Drugs self administered by injection carry
additional risks of transmission of blood borne viruses,
including HIV and hepatitis B and C and of other
infective
agents
causing
septicaemia
and
endocarditis[71,72]. The risk of infection is heightened by
the immune suppressive effects of some drugs[73,74].
Hepatitis may cause a metabolic encephalopathy,
characterised by astrocyte dysfunction and disturbances
in glutamate buffering particularly in the basal
ganglia[75]. Occasional drug use may have dangerous
side effects such as hyperthermia, but it is sustained and
habituated use which is most damaging[76,77]. Opiates
cause respiratory depression which is potentiated by
excess alcohol use. Within the CNS, drugs of abuse
affect the circulation, causing cerebral oedema and
hypoxia, vasculitis and acute and chronic breakdown of
the BBB. Haemorrhagic or ischaemic strokes are not
uncommon in drug abusers including young subjects,
leading to damage in both white and grey matter[68,78,79].
Both neurons and glial cells have surface receptors
which readily interact with all classes of drugs[80,81].
Opiates and cocaine achieve their desired effect by
affecting
dopamine
release
or
uptake[68,82].
Dopaminergic neurons may be at risk when exposed to
amphetamines and opiates[83]. Subtle neuronal damage
and/or intermittent hypoxic damage may be the cause of
microglial activation which is also observed in the
brains of regular drug abusers[41,84]. These activated
cells are able to release cytokines, particularly tumour
necrosis factor alpha, which are pro-inflammatory and
potentially
neurotoxic[85].
An
excess
of
hyperphosphorylated Tau has been reported in the
brains of young opiate users, possibly reflecting
recurrent hypoxic episodes associated with their
habit[86].
Many of these effects overlap with those induced
in the CNS by HIV/AIDS and may be additive.
Intravenous drug abusers may acquire HIV infection at
a young age. Whether drug users then progress to AIDS
more rapidly remains unclear. There is some evidence
that dementia and cognitive impairment may be more

CONCLUSION
Chronic HIV infection of the brain is a new disease
which requires further study directed not only to
determining the basis of current morbidity, including
minor cognitive and mood disorders, but also the likely
effects of persistent neuroinflammation, particularly
with advancing age. Neuroinflammation in the form of
microglial/macrophage activation has been implicated
as a major pathogenetic factor in the onset of AIDS
dementia and is common in other dementing illnesses
such as Alzheimer’s disease and neurosyphilis.
Innate CNS immune reactions, including
microglial responses, are implicated in maintaining the
uneasy equilibrium between HIV replication in the
CNS on the one hand and systemically supported
immune surveillance and influx on the other.
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6.

Observation suggests that CD8 lymphocyte entry to the
brain in the context of HAART requires careful
titration; too few and viral escape may ensue whereas
too many may expose brain tissue to the risk of injury
as described in the immune reconstitution syndrome.
The fact that microglia themselves are the target of
infection and able to produce both neuroprotective and
proinflammatory cytokines further complicates the fine
balance required to remain symptom free[94]. It remains
to be seen whether entirely novel scenarios might
emerge in the HAART treated CNS in the future, given
the state of chronic partial immunosuppression. For
instance hepatitis C may prove to be neurotropic[95,96]
and TT virus (TTV) has also attracted attention as a
possible hazard for the CNS[97]. Only time will tell.
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